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Abstract:

Colonal Muhammad Khan who was one of the writers of

army,  performed in  the field  of  arts,  in  the field  of  art

along with protection  of  border.  The writers, artists  and

poets of the Pakarmy have tried their lack is almost all the

fields  of  arts,  on the  basis  of  work is seen with great

respect.  The names of  colonal,  Shafeeq urRehman,

Muhammad  Nawaz  Alam,  Khalid  Fathak Muhammad,

Colonal Ishafaq Hussain, Salat Raza, Atta Muhammad etc

are remarkable in Urdu prose writers.

Colonal Muhammad  Khan  has  great  importance  in the

above-mentioned  humour  writers.  His humours  writing

has individualistic approach.  He  has painted  little

incidents  of  daily  life, extra  ordinary  experiences  and

observation.  In this  respect  his  book  Bejung Amed   is  

very famous. He introduced criticism and humour in Urdu

Arts with new sensation. His simplicity of expression and

complexity of arts create compelled environment and due

to it the reader is  complexity to smile under lips. In his

view ordinary  way  of  expression has deep coordination

with the reader's compretensim. His sentence structure is

very comprehensive  and impressive  due to  simplicity of

sentences.

In  the  subject under  consideration an  evaluation  of  his  

arts will  be done of his best willing  BejungAmed  . The

value of his writing will be estimated by taking the critical

evaluation of his artistic qualities.
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